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~
BSTRACT: 1be Microflown is an ocoustic sensor directly mea.<mring paJ1icl~ velocity instead of sound pressur.., which i. usually 

mea-weed by conv~honal microphone,s. S;""" it. invention in 1994 it is mostly mod r[lr imMUrement purposes (broadband 10 and 3D

sound _intenSi.tymeaSUrtme_DtandaCOUSliC impedance). Po .. ible "!'Plicationsan: near and far fi~ld soW1 d source localization , in_situ 

aeon,tlc Impedance detenl1lnah011 and a non_com"c! melhod to measure .trucrural y,bral,ons (an altema!'v. for. 1""" "'hrometcr). The 

Microflown, ,nvented only a rew y~.n ago, i~ now commercially available. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The search for a re liable particle velocity :;ensor started about 
a century ago. These sensors were based on tbe (single) hm 
wire anemometer conCept. The single hot wire however is JI(lt 
linear, not very 8ensitive and JI(lt very dire~tional [I ] 

A particle velocity sensor known as the Mi<:mflown was 
invented at the University of Twente in 1994 [2--41- At first 
re~ea",h eflints were aimed at finding <:{)n~truction and 
calibndi,m method,. Later co-operation with several science 
group, amI industry was established to find applications 
[5- 7]. A lew years afler its im'cotion, the Mieroflown became 
oonllllereiaUyavailablc [II]. 

2. THE MICROFLOWN SENSOR 
The Microflown sensor con8i,ts of two closely >paced heated 
win:s. The length of the wires is lmm. the width is 5mm and 
the thickness is 2()()nm platinum, see Fig. 1 

T he tempentlure sen,01":'\ of the Mieroflown are 
implemented as platinum resistors and arc heated hy an 
eloctrieal power. An increase of the temperature ofthe ~ensors 
leads to an increase of the resistance as well because of the 
temperature dependence of their resistance [8 ,9]. The 
temperature difference of the two sensors quantifies the 
particle vc10city ina linear manner. 

Due to the constmclion method micro-mechanics, the 
scnsom are very robust. An assembled ~H probe (see fig. 3) 

for example is much more robust than a regu lar W' pressure 
microphone. 

1£ no panicle velocity is present the sensors bave a typical 
operational temperature of about 300"C. When particle 
velocity is present, it alters asynunetrically the temperature 
distribution. 

Due to the ope'dtion principle based on the asymmetry of 
the temperature profile the Micronown can distinguish 
between po8itive and negative ve locity dircction. 

Then: are three types of Micronown sensor elements , the 

Atla" the 10 and the Titan. The Tilan element is optimised for 
higher frequencies than the To element. sec .Fig 5. The Atl as is 

an element designed for low frequency, in frasonic 
applications 

Frequency response 

fhe sensit ivity of the Micronown decreases at higher 
frequencie •. The first high-frequency roll-(lff is caused by 
diffu,i"n effects which can be estimat~d by a first order low 
pass frequency response that has a (difli.tsion or thennallag) 
corner frequency (jj). The second high Jrcquency roll-oft' is 
related to the heat capacity (thermal mass or thermal inertia). 
It shows an exact first order low pass behaviour that has a heal 

capacity COrneT f'reqoency if ..... "",). . • 
The fre'lu~ncy response of a "'hcron"wn can be 

approximated by: 

(1) 

LFS being the low frequency '!<lnsitivity, the output signal 
at frequencies below the lhennal din'usion corner frequency. 
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The phase response of <I Microflown ~an be modelled by a 

similar double low pass system 

KandCbeingcoll5tants. 

Amplitude and phase c(lrreet;on 

There are three possibilities to correct for the amplitude and 

phase respon'e. A okdkated preamplifier can correct both 

phase and amplitude response (A&P preamplifier). An 

analyser can be programmed in such way thaI the re,ponse is 

corrected [11]. It is also possible to store the uncorrected 

values andp<1st-process the dala afterwards. 

Fig. 2: Th. "elisor part of the USP (it is slightly larg~r than a 
malch)wilhtlleorthogonaiorientatil>T"ofthcthrccMicroflOVo"J), 
and the minialll'" pres.'lIIl1' microphone in the midd1e 

FiB· 3: The W PU prot:.c 
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3. REALISATIONS 
Three realisations are manufactured staudard by Mieroflowu 
Technologies. Kumerous variations on these standards are 
possible. 

The USP, the ultimate wUT\d probe is a )<lH probe lhat 
conmins three orthog(mal Mieroflowns and a miniature 
pressure milTophon~, see Fig 2. It is the most advanced 
product thaI enables 3-dimensional broad-band sound 
(intensity) measurements. 

The W P U probe. a half-inch PU probe that contains a 
Mierollown and a minialure pr~s.'ure microphone, see Fig 3. It 
is a robust probe that is used rorone dimensional sound (inten
sity)mcasuroments 

The scanning velocity probe ;, used for example for 
measuring structura l modes being an etrective alternative for a 
laser ~ibrometer or accelerometer, see Fig 4 

4. ACOUSTIC PROPI<:IULES 
With the ,tamiard Microfl own reali>ations it is possible to 

measure brood band sound pressur~ (P) and the vector particle 
velocity (u) at one location and with an ultra miniature sound 
probe. Apart from the autospcctra of sound pressure (SfF) and 
the autospcctra of particle velocity (5,.) derivative acoustic 
properties are also directly available. Sound inten;·;ly is 
determined by the real part of the cross-spectrum: I~Re(!>~}, 
sound enc'KY is given by: £- [5' ",/ (2pc,)+Y,pS' _1 and the 
acow;li<: impedwK·c by: Z- S,.jS_ 

The .<e/fnoi.\"c of a half-inch 10 and Titan MicT<)llown i, 
compared with a regular half inch prcss ur~ microphone and i, 
shown in Fig 5. A, can be seen at lo"",,r frequencies (f< lkl".) 
th~ MicT<)flown~ are better and at higber frequencies the 10 
Mi<"T"fl()wn becomes much worse aud the Titan slightly worse 
If the Microtlowns are packaged witb only a protective cap 
(,uch as the USP in Fig 2) the sdf-noise increases 
Hpproximately 9dB 

The self-noise of the half inch 10 PU intensity probe (the 
real pan of the cross spectrum of p aud u) is shown in Fig. 6. 
For eompari,on the threshold of hearing is put inside the 

figure as well: if one can hear the sound the 10 PU intensity 
prohc eau detect i1. Thc Titan prohc performs better at higher 
frequencies than the shown [0 prohc 
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Fig. 5: Self-noi.., of a half inch packaged 10 Microflown 
(dashed),ahalfinch packaged Titan Microflown (black line) 
and for comparison a regular half inch l'ressure microphone 
(GRAS 40AC, gray line). 

Fig. 6: Solid line: noise level of a half inch p_u 10 SQ\Uld 
intensity probe in dB SIL (re. lpW)tJHz .. Dashed line: 
threshold of hearing in dB SPL. 

Polar pattern. Since the Microflown is sensitive to particle 
velocity, a vector valne, the polar pattern (the directionality of 
sensitivity) has a full bandwidth coso!> shape or a figure of 
eight response. Packages do not influence the polar pattern. 

5. CALIBRATION 
Several calibration methods to determine the frequency 
response of the Microflown have been tested over the years 
Two methods came out best: an anechoic calibration and a 
standing wave tube (SWT) calibration [4,16,18] The SWT 
method is nscd for lower frequencies (IOHz-4kHz) and the 
anechoic calibration is used fOT higher frequencies 
(1kHz-20kHz). The anechoic calibration is we11 known and 
the SWT will be explained below. 

The air in the tobe is excited by a loudspeaker with 
amplitude U at the left-hand end and is terminated by a rigid 
boundary at the right hand end, see Fig 7 

The ratio of the particle velocity (nprobe=u(x» and the 
sound pressure at the end of the tube is given by: 

Uprobe =~sin(k(l-x» 
Pro[. pc 

(3) 
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Fig. 7:Atuhetha!isrigidlyterminatedatx~landinwhichthe 
fluidisdrivenbyaloudspeakeralX~O 

The relation of the particle velocity and the reference 
sound pressure at the end of the tube turns out to be a simple 
sine function, see Fig 8. The phase shift between them equals 
pillS or minus 90 degrees. 

The phase response of the Microflown can also be 
determined ina ilIarlding wave tube, see further [16]. 

PVL is the abbreviation of particle velocity level that has a 
reference of50mnfs. In a plane wave a certain PVL ill dB corre
sponds to the same amonnt number of SPL (re. 20).lPa) in dB. 

~ i "r~-1I-+-Ht 
• 'i---I-+--'-ltt 

J -"i----t---c-----'----lt-tt 

Fig. 8: Amplitude response of~" Io probe re[ati"" to a pressure 
microphone with a sensitivity of14mV IPa. In a large (8m/16cm) 
standing wave tube (grey line, 20Hz_1kHz), in a short 
(75cm14,5em) standingwavetube (black line, lOOHz-4kHz) and 
in a small (1m') aneclloic room (grey line, 1kHz-12kHz). 

Because of the materials choice (platinum and silicon) 
and the measurement method (differential temperature 
detection), the sensitivity of the Microflown is quite stable. 
The sensitivity deviation of a random picked )IN Microflown 
is in the order of 1 dB. 

The Microflown is sensitive to velocity (mls) and not 
pressure (pal. Therefore the sensiriVltyofa Microflown carmot 
be given in mV/Pa. To be compatible with pressure 
microphones we choO/le to express the sensitivity of a 
Microflown in mVlPa·. The unit Pa· (velocity-Pascal) is the 
equivalent particle velocity for sound pressure in a plane wave: 
IPa"'=IPalpc=2.2mm1s particle velocity. 

6. APPLICATIONS 
Realisations of the Microflown are used in many applications 
Apart from obvious applications like 10 and 3D hroadband 
(20Hz-20kHz) sound intensity measurements [5,10,16] other 
will be presented here 
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The first application, 1I simple, fasl and high ""sulutiun 
method for near-jlefd sound source localisation will be 
explained by an example [13,14], see Fig 9, A loudspeaker is 
put inside a 30cm by 20 em rigid box with a small (20mm) 
hole in the trOll! allowing sound to propagate 

Sound pressure is measured around the area uf the hule 
(Fig 9A). The particle velocity mea~ured in the direction of 
the box ,hews much more focussing (Fig 9B): a beHer source 
localisatiOil is possible. The <;ouoo intensity perpendicular to a 
noise source is zero stthc position ofthcsoureeand the sign 
of the interu>ity alters when moving around the source (Fig 'K: 
and 0); this infurmationlocates the soucce '..-ery accurately. 
Th~ usr is the mu~ suitable probe for this method 

Far-field sou.nd source localisation is JXlssibie by simply 
measuring the 3D sOI.lfld intensity with an USr. Huwt:ver more 
advanced techniques are pmsibk From the eros' ~p"';trum of 
two orthogonal Microfioy,'os more directional information can 
be derived, see further [12,13,15]. 

Fig. 9: Vet)' near ficlrl s.ound wurcc locali!,alion 

in-situ impedance delenllinalion, The USP is able to 
meusm'e both broadband the sound intensity vector (I) and 
sound energy (E) at the ,arne time. Wrn.n ~a,ured near to a 
surface and a sound source is aiming at this surface, the sound 
inten,ity is zero when the slIIface is fillly reflecting. If the 
surfac-~ is absorbing, the intensity is depemlent on the 
absorption and the level of the sound SDIITce. When the ratio 
[iC'E is measured (with" the speed of sound) the value will be 
1 if the surface is fully absorbing and 0 when it is ful!y 
ref1~eting [171. 

MeasWl'-meni oj,'lrucluffll "ibral;u= [II]. Very ncar (in 
the order of 5mm) to a vibrating surface the partide velocity 
of the surface equals the particle velocity of the sound field 
The scanning velocity probe can be used to measure the 
particle velocity (contactless) and can therefore be used as an 
alternative for a laser vibrometer. Unlike a laser vibrometer, 
the Microflown i~ capable of: analyring velocities iu three 
dimcnsions around so-called non eoopemtive materials such 
ss damping IllSterials, foam, rubber, other black surfaces, 
scattering surfaces, airborne sound. 

The three-dimen.,ional impu.lse re,'p<m"'e can ea~ily be 
measured with the USP but also other properties that relate to 
the time domain, like reverb time, speech transmission index, 
echo criteria and 00 00 [11]. 
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